SIP Integration
with
TMU with MRESENCE

The Requirement
IP Telephony is now in
common use for
personal and business
communication in
international calls and
even local calls made
possible with the use of
the Internet as a
backbone for VoIP
communications.
Currently, audio/video
offerings such as
FaceTime and Skype are
making it mainstream for
everyday conversations
to include video and
audio. Clearly there is a
requirement to bridge
participants on traditional
PSTN/VoiP networks into
WebRTC-based video
conferences.

Our Solution

Wholesome SIP Integration

MRESENCE Enablement
Platform provides cloud-based
managed services for
integrated video, audio and text
functions such as those
described for TMU
with MRESENCE at
https://www.mresence.com/MRESENCE-TMU-Brochure.pdf

MRESENCE makes it easy to add voice-only
VoIP/PSTN clients into WebRTC conference calls.

The functional features can be
easily made
available to strategic partners
for integration with Partners’
existing or new software
system or applications.
MRESENCE features a
complete SIP connector
allowing Partners to integrate
their existing Polycom, Avaya,
Cisco (and more) telephony
infrastructure into modern
WebRTC-based
conferencing platforms.

The SIP Connector service included with
MRESENCE lets Partner register their
application with a SIP server (e.g. a SIP trunk or PBX)
for the purposes of accepting incoming calls. Calls
can be routed to a specific channel/session based on
the inbound number, or they can add in a virtual PBX
to intercept the call and prompt for an access ID.
The inbound SIP audio stream is
automatically routed to MRESENCE media server for
forwarding/mixing to the other participants, while the
outbound SIP audio stream is fed with a mix of audio
from all the other participants.
WebRTC signaling is used to control and monitor the
conversations. MRESENCE can also take the audio
component of a stream, convert it to SIP media
transport for VoIP, and also convert the returning VoIP
audio into an audio-only MRESENCE-switch stream.
At the same time, participants with full audio/video
devices could share both audio and video with each
other.
We are continuously proving the viability of new
SIP-based integrations as we work with them on
various projects.
MRESENCE includes all the power of
multiparty WebRTC media streaming and signaling in
one complete package, ideal for server-based
real-time applications with telephony.
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